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14. By observing your teachers in the college, TWO significant 
attributes for effective classroom teaching according to you are.

 Behavior and teaching strategies. 

 Values or good virtue

 Connecting to your students while teaching and Teaching should be 

student centric 

 Effective communication and 2. Use of various pedagogical methods

 How to be firm and approachable at the same time.

 Sequencing and clarity of the content. 2. Encouraging students of mixed 

abilities.



 Make the content interesting and be approachable for students

 Enthusiasm and well prepared lesson

 Thorough preparation and presentation skills, effective delivery of the 

topic. 

 Understanding & cooperative teachers and always ready to provide help

 Content mastery and patience 

 1.Strong content knowledge and well planned lesson plan. 2 Always enter 

with smile, listen and having patience, voice modulation.

 Creativity and enthusiasm

 Be polite and solve every queries of the student, Use question method 

with teaching aids



 positive attitude and passion

 Put your soul while teaching & concentrate on minute details. 2. 

Each learner is important & one should learn from wherever they 

can. (Words cannot justify)

 Interactive and innovative

 To have Patience and content knowledge is must 

 Unbiased question/answer and Interactive interaction

 Performing several Activities and interaction with students 

 Staying updated and giving appropriate feedback

 Devotion and hardworking 



 Rapport with the students and Classroom management

 Resourceful and tech savvy plus

 How creative they were while teaching and explaining 2. How many 

questions have been asked they explained it in a polite way.

 Developing relationships with their students and always be prepared 

and organized

 Interacting with students, and using different teaching strategy by 

using attractive teaching aid

 Bhawna ma'am and Bindu Ma'am.

 1.display a personal touch 2.learning too many things



15. a. Do you think you have fulfilled the expectations through the 
two-year programme? Mention TWO expectations from the Teacher-
Education Program that you could fulfill.

 Boosting in confidence and learn problem solving skill. 

 Yes

 1st: Dedication towards teaching. 2nd: having patient and to be strong 

with your content 

 Yes. The two expectations from the Teacher-Education Program that 

I could fulfill are: 1. Developing professional skills in Pedagogy and 

Evaluation, 2. Developing skills in Critical Thinking. 

 Punctuality and morality 



 1. Accepting everyone's answer without biasness. 2. Presenting the 

content in three forms, so every child of different ability can learn 

through it.

 Learnt how to teach. Teaching using various techniques

 Better explanation and quality of communication with students

 Submissions on time, test attendance. 

 Yes

 Gaining confidence 

 Yes I strongly agree 2 year program has fully fulfilled my 

expectations. 1. Learnt various methods of effective teaching. 2. 

Voice modulation.



 Analytical teaching 

 1. To be a good teacher, 2. gain maximum knowledge before 

teaching.

 being a trained teacher 

 I believe whatever was expected, was completed by me .

 Yes, More art work could include- Creativity, In - hand experiments

 Yes 

 To be able to interact to room full of people and be able to present 

or teach complex topic with more ease. 



 Self confidence and better interaction with students 

 Internship and extra curricular activities

 Teach the students activity based learning

 Confidence and Empathy

 Being aware of socio cultural scenario of a pupil and also being 

equipped with teaching strategies apart from being technically 

equipped.

 A. Confidence level got increase in these two years



 Use of different methods of teaching and hands on learning 

experience.

 Yes ... First is I became confident to speak and second is became a 

successful Teacher.😊

 ICT work was very good and helpful in understanding the computer, 

community work for poor students was very good and the helping 

nature after completing the course also very good.

 1.Communication skills. Effective communication is a critical asset 

to acquire in both professional and Intimate 

environment....2.friendly attitude.



15.b. Mention TWO expectations from the Teacher-Education 
Program that you could NOT fulfil.

 Almost full fill my all expectations. 

 Command over English language

 1st: to conduct different activities related to concepts .. Due to lack 

of time 

 Time that every individual needs to learn 2. Hand on experience.

 Class Management

 Need of current education W. R. T internship

 100% attendance in extra curriculum. 



 Fulfilled every expectations

 Good placement 

 There is nothing as such which wasn't fulfilled in this teacher - education program. 

Received everything more than expected & what I deserve. Truly grateful to each one 

of them.

 Getting the highest grade 

 The programme has given me a lot of weightage than before hence all the 

expectations have been fulfilled.

 Body language also got increase which will be used in my actual teaching

 Could not conduct much activities in the class due to time constraints.

 Notes not provided properly for Hindi medium students

 Not get placement job




